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Ace-Co S-65429
Since 1961 ACE-.CO has been a leading provider of concrete batch plant automation, dispatch/truck tracking systems, and enterprise information management for the concrete industry. Our SCORPION batch control applications include from simple dry batch to complex wet mix plant installations for producers of all sizes. Our support and service are unequaled. ACE-.CO’s partnership with Libra Systems, the leading provider of automation to the asphalt/aggregate industry, provides our customers with a single source solution for all of their aggregate-based facilities.

Allison Transmission S-85430
Allison Transmission is the world’s leading producer of medium and heavy duty automatic transmissions for commercial vehicles. The use of the 3000 Series and the 4000 Series Rugged Duty Transmissions (RDS) continues to grow in the concrete mixer application for the construction market.

Arrow-Magnolia International Inc. S-61340
Since 1927, Arrow-Magnolia International LP has manufactured and marketed products developed to solve everyday problems arising from the cleaning and maintenance of equipment. We have built our reputation by solving customers’ cleaning and maintenance problems with high-quality products and personal service. Arrow Magnolia International LP is now a Native American woman owned and operated private manufacturing business with SDB and other minority certifications pending. Our management team has over 150 years of combined experience in specialty chemical manufacturing, sales and service. Arrow Magnolia International LP has a strong reputation for quality and reliability in the construction industry for developing products that remove dry, hard concrete and rust from forms and equipment. We also specialize in products for maintaining all phases of cleaning and degreasing heavy equipment to products that can be used through pressure washers and steam cleaners.

Astec, Inc. C-50327
Astec products for the concrete industry include direct-fired tanks to heat and store hot and cold water, direct-contact “Instantaneous” water heaters, Chillers for cooling mix water and aggregates, and hot oil heaters for heating aggregate stockpiles and bins. These products allow ready mix, pre-cast, and concrete paving companies to extend their working season into cold-weather and hot summer months to meet specs. The Firestorm heater is the company’s most popular product for concrete. It is a directcontact water heater with a thermal efficiency up to 99%. It raises the temperature of water up to 185 degrees F at flow rates up to 1,200 g.p.m. The company also offers fuel tanks.

ATS USA, Inc. Silver Lot 4 6561
ATS-USA, LLC and its subsidiary NAHETS (National Association of Heavy Equipment Training Services) provide industry, government agencies, member schools, and operators innovative and flexible heavy equipment training and certification solutions that exceed industry standards and ensure that operators are safe and effective. Our services focus on operators of cranes, earthmoving equipment, and other specialized equipment as well as truck drivers and ready-mix truck drivers. ATS-USA, LLC operates three heavy equipment operator schools dedicated to training and certifying new, entry-level operators. NAHETS works directly with employers to train, assess, and certify journey-level operators either on-site or at one of our campus locations. Please visit us at www.NAHETS.org.

BASF S-60540
BASF’s Construction Chemicals division is the worldwide supplier of chemical systems and formulations for the construction industry. The North American Construction Chemicals Division of BASF is comprised of four business lines that offer products and solutions primarily for commercial, residential, industrial and infrastructure construction, improving durability, water resistance, energy efficiency, safety and aesthetics. The Admixture Systems business is a leading innovator in advanced products used to improve the placing, pumping, finishing, appearance and performance characteristics of concrete supplied to the ready mix, precast/prestressed, concrete masonry, paving and underground construction markets.

Beck Industrial S-61516
Beck Industrial is the manufacturing division of Beck Steel, Inc. In 1999, Beck Industrial introduced its first truck mixers into the Mexican and U.S. Markets. Beck invested four years in testing our equipment before introducing it directly to producers. 6 years later, there are thousands of Beck mixers working under extreme conditions all over the world. Beck Industrial equipment has proven itself, and earned the right to be considered among the toughest truck mixers available.

BMH Systems S-63009
BMH Systems is a designer and manufacturer of custom concrete batch plants for vertical, low-profile, mobile or gravity installations, with reversing drum or twin-shaft mixers; automatic monitoring; seismic provisions depending on zone; small footprint configurations; and, all-seasons output. www.bmhsystems.com

C&W Manufacturing & Sales Silver Lot 3 5003
Leader in dust collection systems in the U.S. for the batch plant industry. Member of the Concrete Plant Manufacturers Bureau.

Cemen Tech S-61639 and OUTSIDE LOT 5013
Cemen Tech, Inc. is the leading manufacturer of volumetric mobile and stationary concrete dispenser plus a full line of bulk cement and fly ash silo’s for sale or rent. We offer the Cemen Tech, International Mobile Mixer and Elkin Hi-Tech brands of mixers. As a 100% employee-owned company we take great pride in offering processes such as our two part acrylic urethane paint and 135 point quality control inspection ensuring you receive the best products the industry has to offer. We sell and service equipment in 52 countries worldwide that produce traditional concrete plus fast setting concrete, pervious, grout and shotcrete for all types of consumers. Our models range from two to twelve cubic yard capacity with production rates up to 90 cubic yards per hour.

Clean Energy Fuels S-65117
Clean Energy is the largest provider of natural gas fuel for transportation in North America and a global leader in the
expanding natural gas vehicle market. It has operations in CNG and LNG fueling stations, biomethane productions, vehicle conversion and compressor technology. For more information, please visit www.cleanenergyfuels.com.

Command Alkon S-61229
Command Alkon provides software and hardware solutions for producers of ready-mixed concrete, concrete products, aggregate, asphalt, and cement. Headquartered in Birmingham, Alabama, Command Alkon continuously researches, develops and acquires innovative solutions for our community of users and strives for customer satisfaction through ongoing recruitment of talented, individual professionals to serve your needs. Our employees couple industry knowledge with application and technical expertise that is unmatched in the industry. Whether you have 1 site or 1000 sites, our broad range of products and services allow you to manage all aspects of your business. Our product family delivers one, fully integrated, solution or can be deployed as individual pieces designed for your specific needs. Command Alkon is here to help you optimize your business processes, service your customers, measure your results, and improve your bottom line.

Concrete Products Magazine S-61320
Through news reports, monthly columns, feature stories, electronic newsletters and our website, Concrete Products serves ready mixed and manufactured-concrete producers. We report on material and equipment technology, along with legislative, regulatory and economic developments shaping the major construction market segments – residential and non-residential building, plus non-building (transportation and environmental infrastructure). Concrete Products is the oldest commercial title in concrete.

Con-E-Co Silver Lot 3 5101
CON-E-CO custom engineers mobile and portable concrete batch plants designed to drive productivity and boost profits. And, most of all, CON-E-CO custom engineers batch plants that meet your needs. We work with you to design and manufacture a plant ideally suited to your operation and your site’s requirements. We deliver long-term value and lower operating costs through up front planning, intelligent engineering, and innovative products. As a result, our plants consistently deliver the optimal quality mix.

Con-Tech Manufacturing Inc. S-61506
Con-Tech Manufacturing offers a full line of new mixers, quality replacement parts, glider kits, complete mixer service and good business. Although the name is new to the concrete industry, the experienced, hardworking people behind the name are not. We look forward to having the opportunity to serve you and prove that quality, service and experience do make a difference. Please give Con-Tech Manufacturing a call at (507) 374-2239 for your replacements parts and service needs.

Continental Mixers S-62440
Continental Mixers provides a full range of Concrete mixers including Rear Discharge, Front Discharge and Trailer Mixers. We also offer a full range of replacement parts for all makes of concrete mixers. Continental has a long heritage of providing quality products that meet specific customer requirements and is recognized for best in class performance and durability. Whether you’re a long time customer or looking to try our mixers or parts for the first time, your satisfaction over the product life cycle is our primary goal.

Davis Colors S-61040
Davis Colors is the leading U.S. producer of color additives for ready mixed concrete. It offers the Chameleon PC-operated dosing system for automatic, accurate and efficient color handling as well as Mix-Ready disintegrating bags that make manual color handling faster, cleaner and easier. Davis supports the ready mixed concrete industry with national advertising, architectural specifications, color cards, contactor how-to information, training seminars and merchandising materials to make the job easy.

Envirochute Systems Inc. S-63634
ENVIROCHUTE CHUTE WASH SYSTEM FOR FRONT AND REAR DISCHARGE MIXERS. The Envirochute is designed to handle wash down waste at the job-site resolving environmental concerns, and eliminating the need for onsite containment devices. The driver simply attaches the one-piece lightweight aluminum unit to the end chute and begins washing. Clean washed coarse aggregate is retained, the slurry water, sand and cement are returned through a hose to the drum using a simple displacement principle. It is simple to install and easy to use. No Pumps or valves to maintain. Visit us at www.envirochute.com

Enviro-Port Inc. S-61132
Enviro-Port offers two different types of systems for the ready mix and precast producers. 1.) An Enviro-Port Ready-Mix Reclamation System offers 100% recycling of aggregates and residual water while also helping to manage your plant’s process and stormwater. 2.) An Enviro-Port Process Water Management System can take your Type 1 reclaimer (sand and stone reclamation only) or standalone pit system and convert it into a Type 2 100% residual water rebatch system! We design, build and support our systems. Enviro-Port reclamation systems incorporate the latest technology and high quality components. We stock a full supply of parts and accessories and our expert staff is always available to answer questions and offer technical support.

Erie Strayer Company Silver Lot 3 5400
Erie Strayer Company is a designer and manufacturer of transit mix and central mix, mobile and stationary concrete batch plants, tilting mixers, crane attachments, computer batching control systems and waste concrete reclaimers. Erie has been in the construction equipment manufacturing business since 1912. Its equipment is sold worldwide.

Euclid Chemical Company, The S-65101
The Euclid Chemical Company is a global supplier of quality admixture and construction products for the concrete, masonry, repair and underground construction markets. For over 100 years, we have provided on-site technical support with specification assistance and customer training to meet the demands of the concrete and masonry industry and are an ISO 9001 supplier of specialty products and support services. Marketed under the Euco,
Eucon, Dural, Tamms, Speed-Crete and Increte brand names, Euclid Chemical strives to provide sustainable building design solutions which achieve social and environmental objectives while providing economic balance.

**FiveCubits S-62006**
Five Cubits synchronizes the supply chain from material suppliers to material buyers by integrating real time planning, production and payment.

**Forta Corporation S-61411**
Founded in 1978, FORTA Corporation is the oldest producer of synthetic fiber reinforcement for concrete in the world. For over 30 years, FORTA has continued to provide research along with sales and marketing assistance to its ready mix partner network all over the United States. The latest profit center for ready-mixers is the FORTA-FERRO® macro-synthetic fiber, which is used at higher dosages to reduce shrinkage and curling, allowing for the consideration of longer joint spacing.

**Fabpro Oriented Polymers 61420**
Fabpro Oriented Polymers, LLC is the largest manufacturer of synthetic fiber reinforcement for concrete in North America. As a true manufacturer, Fabpro produces fibers for every level of fiber reinforcement, ranging from micro-synthetic fibers for crack prevention in early age concrete to macro-synthetic fibers for temperature/shrinkage crack control as an alternative to traditional steel reinforcement. For more information on Fabpro’s compete line of synthetic fiber reinforcing products, please call 1-800-821-4391 or visit our website at www.FabproPolymers.com.

**Fritz-Pak Corporation S-62422**
The Fritz-Pak Corporation product line is the result of over forty years of experience in providing products that enable the concrete producer to save money while improving concrete quality and performance. Our high performance powdered admixtures are packaged in patented Fritz-Pak water-soluble bags. Small enough to be carried in the cabs of ready mix trucks, this revolutionary product allows our high performance concrete admixtures to be dosed anywhere. All bags are pre-measured to help avoid mistakes in the field and reduce lost loads. This one-step method is cost-effective because it saves time, provides quality control and eliminates the need for messy clean up. Fritz-Pak Corporation will continue to develop and refine new and existing products to better serve the construction industry.

**GivenHansco S-65710**
GivenHansco is a leader in technology solutions for the ready mixed concrete industry. Only GivenHansco offers full accounting, batch, dispatch and GPS on one platform. Keystone delivers significant operations and administrative efficiencies that can help improve business performance and profits even in difficult economic times. We are committed to building an excellent company, one that builds on our years of industry experience, leadership, technology expertise and first class service to our partners and customers.

**Groeneveld USA Gold 70225**
Groeneveld: the bet automated lubrication systems. Period. The benefits of automated lubrication systems revolve around saving money. Whether it is extending the service intervals for your equipment, prolonging the lifespan of your trucks, or reducing the downtime (and thus increasing the productivity of each vehicle), it all comes down to dollars. Groeneveld offers rugged, reliable, automated lubrication systems as solutions to your preventative maintenance (PM). From automated greasing to a unique oil management setup, Groeneveld solutions are flexible as they must adjust to many different types of vehicles and perform in a variety of environments. Don’t let constant drum roller replacements and the costs of parts, labor and downtime eat away at your profits. We all know consistent PM is the key to savings in the long run. Safety is always a concern, which is why we art not only taking about eliminating climbing over, under or around the equipment to complete manual lubrication. Groeneveld offers a modular safety arrangement that can incorporate a monitor, up to four cameras and server sonic sensors to ensure that all blind spots are covered. Prevention in this case is more than just protecting equipment, it may save a life. Contact us for further information on our lubrication and active safety solutions.

**Headwaters Resources S-61210**
From ready mixed concrete construction to precast concrete fabrication – from engineered structural fills to soil stabilization technologies – Headwaters Resources supplies materials that make building products perform better. Fly ash use improves concrete performance, making it stronger, more durable, and more resistant to chemical attack. Fly ash use also creates significant benefits for our environment. Headwaters Resources has invested heavily in terminals and transportation equipment to provide reliable service to fly ash purchasers. And Headwaters Resources provides a comprehensive suite of services to utility and industrial generators of coal combustion products.

**Hendrickson S-61428**
Hendrickson is a global supplier of heavy-duty truck, tractor and trailer suspensions as well as integrated suspension systems; truck and trailer lift axles; mechanical springs; bumpers and styled parts, and fire/rescue, coach, bus and recreational vehicle suspensions. After more than 90 years, Hendrickson continues to pioneer innovative ride solutions such as HAULMAAX™ premium rubber suspension for vocational truck applications, PRIMAAX™ premium heavy-duty truck air suspension for vocational applications and COMPOSILITE lightweight and low maintenance lift axle systems for trucks or trailers.

**Holcim (US) Inc. S-61840**
Holcim (US) Inc. is one of the largest manufacturers and suppliers of cement and mineral components in the United States.

**Humboldt Mfg. Co. C-51372**
Worldwide 90-year-old company selling testing equipment for concrete, soil and asphalt.

**Indiana Phoenix Inc. S-62151**
Indiana Phoenix is a front discharge concrete mixer specialist. Our goal is to help you pour more profits with a machine that is inspired by your business needs and designed to be a dependable workhorse for you. We work with you to ensure you have the exact axle configuration, features and performance that fits your everyday requirements. In other words, you determine what you want your Phoenix mixer to be, and we take it from there.
Mack® MP7 engine has the power you need to get your work done demanding jobsites or log thousands of miles on the highway. The More power to you. Whether you run a vocational truck on 3 5113 measuring systems, round off the product program.}

Jonel Engineering Co., Inc. S-65301
Jonel Engineering has been providing concrete producers with leading edge batching technology since 1963. Jonel was one of the first companies to introduce computerized plant control systems, and that spirit of innovation continues to this day. Today, we are a major supplier of plant control systems and concrete dispatching technology worldwide. Jonel Engineering is now involved in all areas of concrete production, from operations management to plant design and construction.

Kenworth Truck Company S-63640
Kenworth Truck Company, a division of PACCAR Inc., is a leading manufacturer of heavy and medium duty trucks. Kenworth is the recipient of the 2006 J.D. Power and Associates awards for Highest in Customer Satisfaction for both Over the Road and Pickup and Delivery Segment Class 8 trucks, and for the Heavy Duty Dealer Service. Kenworth. The World’s Best.

Kimble Mixer Company S-64606
Kimble Mixer Company, the leader in cost-efficient concrete distribution, showcases our latest new product development plans. Kimble’s unique manufacturing process and materials combine for lighter weight and longer mixer life, maximizing profit in every yard poured. See us in the North Hall, Booth 1871 to see our new facility and to discuss our major new product development. Visitors can also meet Steve Howard and Rob Turner, our new mixer Regional Sales Managers.

Liebherr Concrete Technology Co.
Gold 2155
With its wide range of mixing plants, Liebherr can provide the right solution for economical production and optimum transport of high-quality concrete. Further products for use with concrete, including conveyor belts for truck mixers and plant control or moisture measuring systems, round off the product program.

Mack Trucks Inc. S-60416, Silver Lot 3 5113
More power to you. Whether you run a vocational truck on demanding jobsites or log thousands of miles on the highway, the Mack® MP7 engine has the power you need to get your work done efficiently.

Marcotte Systems Ltd. S-61846
For over 25 years, manufacturer and designer of customized Windows NT- and PLC-based control and batching systems for ready mixed concrete, asphalt and block automation. Our products include: receiving, batching, bagging, load out, continuous and decumulative batching.

McNeilus Truck/Oshkosh S-60716
McNeilus is a leader in innovation, productivity, and customer service. The McNeilus mixer and Oshkosh S-Series front discharge have long been the industry standard when it comes to transporting concrete to the job site. An Oshkosh Corporation Company; McNeilus, along with sister companies, CON-E-CO, London, and IMT provide the industry with the finest concrete mixers, batch plants and service vehicles. Each brand has a reputation of reliability and durability.

Morris, Inc. Silver Lot 4 6357
Morris, Inc. is a member of the South Dakota Associated General Contractors Highway-Heavy-Utilities Chapter and we pride ourselves in safe, timely, and efficient work. We have an asphalt concrete laydown crew and an asphalt concrete plant that mostly stays in Pierre, but we do mobilize it to other areas of South Dakota when the opportunity arises. We also have a permanent concrete redi-mix plant located Ft. Pierre as well as a portable concrete redi-mix plant. We make all of our own asphalt concrete and concrete aggregate material, along with all other types of aggregate base material for federal, state, local, or private construction projects. Additionally, we produce aggregate material for large asphalt concrete paving mainline contractors on SD DOT asphalt concrete overlay projects throughout the entire central part of South Dakota. Furthermore, we crush and screen gravel for most of the counties and Indian Reservations located in the central part of the state. Morris, Inc. also has several utility crews equipped with many different sizes of Caterpillar excavators, dozers, and compactors. Additionally, we have gravel laydown crews, along with an earthwork and site grading crew consisting of Caterpillar scrapers, dozers, blades, and haul trucks. It should also be noted that most of our earthwork and site grading equipment is equipped with GPS technology which enables us to be more efficient and allows the owner to save a large amount of money by eliminating surveying, staking and other associated engineering fees. We have a full-time engineering technician/surveyor on staff that handles all of our GPS responsibilities. As you can imagine, by performing all of this work we are able to provide the owner with a competitive bid package and complete these items of work in a very timely and safe manner.

MPAQ Automation Inc. S-61129
MPAQ has been committed to concrete and asphalt batch automation since 1988. With hundreds of installed systems across North America, we take pride in our steady customer growth. We attribute our expansion to superb customer references, reliable and innovative products and the best customer support in the industry.

National Ready Mixed Concrete Association S-60906
The National Ready Mixed Concrete Association is the only national trade association representing the ready mixed concrete industry. NRMCA is a full-service association offering members promotion, education, technical, operations and business resources.
Naylor Publications S-65234
Proud publisher of NRMCA’s Concrete InFocus magazine, Naylor produces turnkey communications and events that drive non-dues revenue for more than 450 trade and professional associations. With unsurpassed expertise in selling integrated association media and events spread across 110 industries we consistently renew more than 90% of our clients each year.

Nycon Corporation S-61911
With over 25 years of providing reinforcing fibers to the construction industry, the Nycon® Corporation is a leading manufacturer and international resource for all types of fiber reinforcement. We have a wide variety of solutions that reduce plastic shrinkage cracking, increase the structural strength of concrete, replace the need for steel wire and mesh, and improve the overall integrity and soundness of your product. Whether it’s for concrete, asphalt, plastics or soil stabilization, we have the right fiber for you. For more information, please give us a call at (800) 456-9266 or visit us at www.Nycon.com.

Odisa Concrete Equipment Silver Lot 3 5033, Silver Lot 4 6063
Odisa concrete equipment with more than 30 years in the market offers you a complete line of concrete products. We offer concrete transit mix and central mix plants, belt conveyors, silos, and dust collectors. Our lineup also includes truck mixers, self-loading concrete mixers, and many other products. Come and check out the Odisa 12 Concrete Plant.

Pearson Heating Systems Inc. Silver Lot 3 5053
Pearson Heating Systems is the Water Heater and Chiller leader the concrete production industry has looked to for over 25 years for the heating and cooling of batch water. Pearson is a family owner company that only focuses on controlling water temperature for concrete production. We specialize in stationary and portable direct fire water heaters, air cooled water chillers, combination units and turn-key systems. Stop by our booth or give us a call and discover how we can help you. www.pearsonsystems.com

ProAll International Mfg., Inc. S-62740
Reimer Alliance International started over 40 years ago to solve the problems associated with remote location concrete delivery. From the beginning, our innovation has come from the field – our customers have showed us how they have been able to use Reimers to solve their concrete delivery needs and we responded by continuing to evolve our product lines so that old and new customers, all around the world, receive high quality machines that exceed industry standards.

Putzmeister America, Inc. S-60408
ISO 9001 certified since 1998. Putzmeister America, Inc. is one of the world’s largest manufacturers of concrete pumps and conveyors. Putzmeister offers a complete line of truck-mounted concrete boom pumps, separate placing booms, truck-mounted telescopic and portable conveyors, trailer-mounted concrete pumps, and mortar, grout, shotcrete, plaster and fireproofing pumps and mixers. Putzmeister America - concrete and material placing at its best... worldwide.

Quadrel S-61046
Digital Site Systems is an enterprise technology company that is driving innovation in the concrete industry. Quadrel, its market-leading suite of concrete materials management software, is powering concrete producers all over North America. Quadrel has grown to manage more than 90 million cubic yards of annual concrete production across 1,200 plants. Quadrel’s breakthrough process, Closed Loop Integration® (CLI), has taken real-time quality and performance management to a whole new level. CLI’s 3-step process ensures data integrity from mix design all the way through batching. Producers using Quadrel can be confident that they are delivering the original, optimized mix designs to their customers. Quadrel CLI dramatically improves materials utilization, workflows, and operational efficiencies, saving producers more than $2 pcy and impacting profitability by as much as 40%. Learn more about Quadrel by visiting www.QuadrelService.com to find out about our wide range of market-leading products, including: iService, iRock, iMix, iBatch, iAlerts, iInform, iCost, iBiz, and iTest heat signature.”

Rexcon LLC Silver Lot 3 5313
RexCon is a leading designer and manufacturer of central and transit mix batch plants (mobile or stationary), complete with RexCon computer batching controls, dust collection, and heating or chilling systems. RexCon products are sold worldwide.

Riviera Brush Company Platinum Lot 8401
Since 1992, Ready Mix Concrete producers around the world have come to rely on Orange-Crete® brushes as the most effective and durable wash brush in the industry. Orange-Crete® brushes have a unique fiber design that combines a “twisted” length providing great agitation along with “exploded split fiber” which prevents the brush from scratching sensitive surfaces. These 2 features combined also allow Orange-Crete® brushes to retain 33% more liquid in the brush resulting in less overall soap/acid use. Riviera Brush is also the creator of the Fat-Handle® effective and durable wash brush in the industry. Orange-Crete® brushes have a unique fiber design that combines a “twisted” length providing great agitation along with “exploded split fiber” which prevents the brush from scratching sensitive surfaces. These 2 features combined also allow Orange-Crete® brushes to retain 33% more liquid in the brush resulting in less overall soap/acid use. Riviera Brush is also the creator of the Fat-Handle® and provides a wide range of supplies to the industry including: spray nozzles, PVC acid gloves, chute scrapers, finish brushes and more.

Schwing America Inc. S-60740
Schwing America, Inc., St. Paul, MN, is one of eight manufacturing facilities in the growing Schwing Group. The company’s line of truck mixers includes conventional and booster series models recognized around the world for their performance and durability. The low center of gravity of these mixers enhances stability every day for repeat buyers throughout the U.S. Schwing also manufactures world class concrete pumps, including truck-mounted pumps with placing booms to 200 feet, trailer-mounted concrete pumps and separate placing booms. Six company stores service North America, supplemented by more than 60 field technicians. Schwing also manufactures and distributes batch plans and reclaiming systems.
Scrommel Reclaimers Silver Lot 4 6335
Founded in September 2008, based on an international registered patent for a device that measures all the characteristics of the concrete, inside the mixer, while in transit. Our goal is to end an era of speculation, replacing it with a new era of accurate measurements. We save ready mixed concrete producers money, thus increasing their profitability—while we are good for the environment.

Shumaker Industries Silver Lot 4 6122
Manufacturer of replacement drums, concrete mixer parts, cement silos, central mix drums and steel central mix blades. Also a distributor for Durex urethane liners for central mix drums and high wear areas. A dealer for R&S Industries concrete plants, Atlas Plor front & rear discharge mixveyors, and EMS truck wash products.

Sicoma North America, Inc. S-61052
Sicoma North America has its headquarters in Palm Harbor, Florida. Formed in 2005, Sicoma serves the United States, Canada, Mexico, the Caribbean and Central American countries. Our slogan, Sicoma Strength, reflects both our products and our service.

Sika Corporation S-61105
Sika Corporation Construction Products Division, Lyndhurst, NJ, is a technology leader with over 90 years of experience in concrete materials and restoration technology. Sika’s product line includes concrete admixtures, sealants, adhesives, corrosion inhibitors and total corrosion management products, specialty mortars, epoxy resins, structural strengthening systems, industrial flooring, grouts, anchoring adhesives, overlays and protective coatings. Full service scales and technical offices support our customers nationwide. Visit the Sika Construction Products Division website at www.sikaconstruction.com. Sika Corporation is a supplier of specialty chemical products and industrial materials serving construction and industrial markets, including transportation, marine and automotive. Sika Corporation is a subsidiary of Sika AG, Baar, Switzerland. Sika has annual sales of approximately $1.5 billion (U.S., or CHF 2.1 billion), over 8,500 employees and operations in more than 64 countries. Visit the Sika Corporation website at www.sikacorp.com.

Sioux Corporation S-61740
Sioux specializes in water heating and chilling systems for concrete production in extreme conditions. Sioux has been the #1 provider of water heaters for concrete production for 30+ years. In 2012, Sioux introduced a revolutionary new high-efficiency Hybrid Water Heater that maximizes the benefits of coil and direct-fired heating technologies. In addition, Sioux has the only national agreement with Carrier to offer chillers for concrete production. Sioux also manufacturers steam generators for curing pre-cast concrete. Call our experts today to learn how one of our systems can help increase your operation’s profits. www.sioux.com

Solomon Colors, Inc. S-61706
Manufacturers of dry powder and high solids ColorFlo liquid iron oxide pigments for coloring concrete products and mortar. Featuring Solomon colorSelect PC base weigh cell dispensing system for accurate color control using fast dispersing ColorFlo liquid pigments. Batch size bags, color matching, color seminars and on-site technical assistance.

Stephens Mfg. Silver Lot 3 5092
Since 1957 Stephens has manufactured ready mixed concrete batching equipment. Portable and stationary plants, dust collecting equipment, ready mixed reclaimers and custom plants for precast and product plants.

Sysdyne S-61316
Since 1976, Sysdyne has provided batching automation systems to concrete, ready mixed, aggregate, asphalt, block and pre-cast producers. Our Windows XP based program has incorporated features that no other batching system can match. The automation systems have full backup manual panel, FREE phone support, remote diagnosis and program upgrade. NO extra charges for printer, ticketing, moisture probe interface and management reports. Unlimited storage for batching records, mix, trucks, jobs, customers and projects. Sysdyne also provides dispatching and truck tracking with state of the art technology. Please call or visit www.sysdyneincorp.com.

Terex Corporation Gold Lot 1047
Terex Corporation is focused on its mission of providing solutions to our Machinery and Industrial Products customers that yield superior productivity and return on investment. At Terex, “Works For You” is more than a slogan – it’s a promise. It’s what you can count on from our equipment and the thousands of Terex team members around the world who are here to support you. Our Business Segments are:
  • Cranes
  • Aerial Work Platforms and Utilities
  • Material Processing
  • Material Handling and Port Solutions
  • Construction
As a long term member of NRMCA, Terex Advance is the leading manufacturer of Front Discharge Concrete Mixers. With over 42 years of innovation and performance, Terex Advance has always “Worked For You”.

Tiger Tool International Inc. S-61651

Trimble Construction Logistics S-61046
Trimble Construction Logistics, a division of Trimble Navigation Limited, provides real-time vehicle telematics, driver-safety monitoring, voice and text communications, business intelligence and analytics, vehicle diagnostics for maintenance and fuel tracking, as well as performance reporting solutions specifically designed for the construction materials industry with a focus on ready-mix, aggregate, cement, asphalt and bulk material vehicles. Trimble’s solution provides the information necessary to help users make intelligent business decisions that improve business processes while decreasing operational costs and increasing fleet efficiency. For more information, visit www.trimble.com/TCL or email TCLsales@trimble.com.

Truck Trax Las Vegas Hotel 561
TruckTrax provides fleet maintenance software specifically designed for the construction materials industry. As a partnership between
a leading construction materials supplier and a leading-edge technology company, we understand and bridge the disconnect between the industry and technology field. We replace traditional processes with a streamlined approach designed specifically for the industry by the industry.

Vince Hagen Co., The Silver Lot 3 5082
For over 50 years the Vince Hagan Co. has been a leader in supplying concrete batch plants for the concrete construction industry throughout the world. Portable concrete batch plants, stationary concrete batch plants, portable paving plants, stationary central mix plants, horizontal shaft mixer, tilt mixer, portable & stationary conveyors, portable silos, stationary silos are some of the products provided. The Vince Hagan Co. has a complete line of dust collection equipment, silo top dust collectors, central dust collectors, and portable dust collectors. Our state-of-the-art products match quality with affordability and endurance. Please visit our website at www.vincehagan.com for more information.

Wam Corp. Silver Lot 3 5070
WAM USA, Inc. manufacturers and supplies a comprehensive product range including equipment for Bulk Materials Handling, Dust, Filtrations, Solids-Liquid Separations, Mixing and Vibration Technology.

Washout Watchdog Las Vegas Hotel 315
The Washout Watchdog is a gravity fed concrete truck washout system designed to provide full containment of washout materials after unloading on the job site. The Washout Watchdog was designed to be affordable, lightweight, require low maintenance, capture and contain all materials during the washout process, requires no energy source, no pumps, no airlines and no breakdowns. It is simple to install and easy and convenient for the driver to use. Our system safely contains, separates and transports all washout materials back to the plant to be recycled, eliminating the need for washout areas or pits on job sites.

ZF Industries, LLC S-85030
ZF is the world's largest independent manufacturer of driveline and chassis components to the onhighway, off-highway, specialty vehicle, marine and wind industry. The company has been in business since 1915 and has over 69,000 employees worldwide.

Zimmerman Industries, Inc. S-63128
Being the original inventor, the Zimmerman name has been the driving force in the development and advancements within the volumetric industry for more than 50 years. The Zim-Mixer brand has the patented dual chain material feed system, providing the lowest maintenance costs of all volumetric mixers. This chain system, also has the ability to run any material independently of any other.